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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 Summary 16 www.fortinet.comFortiGate/FortiWiFi®-60D SeriesIntegrated Threat Management for Small Networks The FortiGate/FortiWiFi-60D series are compact, all-in-one security devices that provide Fortinet's connected UTM. Ideal for small
businesses, remote and local customer equipment (CPE), and retail networks, these accessories provide the network security, connectivity, and performance you need at a single low price per device. Strong security and wireless connectivityYou can achieve strong threat protection,
including firewalls, application control, advanced threat protection, IPS, VPN, and web filtering, all from a single device that is easy to deploy and manage. With our fortiguard ® services, you'll have automated protection against today's sophisticated threats. Reduce the need for additional
wireless access points by integrating a high-bandwidth fat-client into your FortiGate with strongWiFi-60D. It's also a great option to protect mobile devices in BYOD environments with automatic device identification and customizable access and security policies. Fortigate/FortiWiFi-60D
virtual machines allow you to segment networks to allow guest and employee access or protect items such as cardholder data. Get the flexibility to meet your business needs and meet compliance standards like PCI and HIPAA. All-in-one high-performance network securityBuilt on the basis
of the FortiASIC system on 2 chips (SoC2) and FortiOS 5, the 60D series provides an integrated set of essential security technologies to protect all applications and data. Get the best firewall in the industry and the latest in Advanced Threat Protection, Intrusion Protection, Web Filtering,
and many new features like sandboxing, feature selection options to simplify configurations and deployments, and contextual visibility for advanced reporting and management. Easy-to-implement and manage enterprise class security• 1.5Gbps throughput performance ensures network
security is not a bottleneck• Built-in switch and PoE options simplify network infrastructure• Up to 2 WAN interface ports, 7x LAN and DMZ 1x (2 Power Over Ethernet ports on POE models)• Works on FortiOS 5: The world's most powerful security operating system provides more security to
combat advanced threats, more control to protect mobile devices and more intelligence to create secure policies Key features &amp; Benefits Unified protection Multi-threat protection from a single device increases security and reduces costsSimplified renaming Unlimited user licenses and
full functionalityNetwork interface multiport network and optional wireless connectivity enable data segmentation for compliance and flexible deployment FortiCareWorldwide 24x7 Supportsupport.fortinet.comFortiGuardThreat Research &amp; Responsewww.fortiguard.com This website or
its third-party tools use cookies, which are necessary for its operation and necessary to reach reach objectives set out in the cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent from all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling
through this page, clicking on a link or continuing to browse in another way, you accept the use of cookies. Cookies.
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